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As demonstrated for the Institute of Physics

The Pseudoscope is an inviting window onto an intriguing world of
visual illusion and discovery. By switching the inputs to the eyes, space
is reversed, distant objects appear closer, and you will experience a
pervasive transparency in the visual field.
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The MX3 Pseudoscope
The Dutch artist M.C.Escher used a prismatic Pseudoscope and it became one
of the important inputs to his work. However, prismatic Pseudoscopes such as
Escher’s have three limitations which restrict the range of experience. They are
limited field of view, lateral inversion and most importantly, a weak Pseudoscopic effect.
The MX3 mirror Pseudoscope has a substantially larger field of view, no
lateral inversion and an enhancement factor which makes Pseudoscopic
experience unmistakable. It will reveal quite dramatic contrasts between the
familiar and the unfamiliar.
You may be surprised to discover that objects which cast shadows appear
behind, not in front of, the shadows and reflections will also confound your
expectations. Some of these unfamiliar perceptions will have the quality of
strangeness, inducing an innocence of vision as the visual system comes to
terms with a new reading of space. In a real sense Pseudoscopic vision fights
normal vision.
It is a major alteration to the way information is being presented to the visual
cortex for processing, and some people, not all, find there is initially at least, a
tendency to suppress the extraordinary interpretation of space it reveals. Most
people’s senses have spent years in co-operative research forming an
important and practical working model of what the world is like.
This object overlaps that therefore it is in front; this object is bigger therefore
it is probably closer and so on.
The Pseudoscope overturns many of these orthodox perceptions, and
restructures a visual world rich in conjecture and opportunity.

Through the Looking glass
Whereas hyperscopic vision is an intensified experience of something that
is familiar, pseudoscopic vision is not, and the use of targets can be a useful
introduction to the alterations the pseudoscope makes to the way we see.
It is important to understand that through a pseudoscope background
becomes a transparent foreground and almost everything else is re-mapped
accordingly. With a strong light cast a shadow of the sphere on a plain
surface and you will see the background become foreground - and this is only
the beginning.
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Parts List
2 x Main plates
1 x Small mirror
(40 x 20mm approx.)
2 x Large mirrors
(130 x 58mm approx.)

1 x Medium mirror
(75 x 35mm approx.)
2 x Rear, ‘eye plates’
1 x Small mirror mount
2 x Large mirror mounts

1 x Medium mirror mount
8 x Double-sided sticky pads
1 x Tripod / screw adaptor
1 x Expanding Sphere
1 x Memory foil wand
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Constructing the Pseudoscope:

Step 1
Peel the protective film from both sides
of each piece of acrylic.
This is best achieved by scratching your
nail along the edge of the material to
roughen up the coating and then
peeling back.
Putting some sticky tape onto the
coating with the tape hanging over the
edge can also be helpful at grabbing
and pulling off the coating.

Step 2
The screw adaptor is optional
depending on whether or not you
will be using the device with a
tripod.
If not then skip this step...
Press the screw adaptor into the top
of one of the main plates (the same
side as the etched lines).
Then turn the plate over and press
the plate down onto a hard surface
to force the adaptor fully in.
You may want to use a screwdriver
or even a coin to screw the adpter in.
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Step 3
Insert the first ‘eye plate’ into the slot in the
bottom main plate ensuring the textured lines of
the main plate are facing down.
The large opening in the side of the ‘eye plate’
should be facing the middle of the Pseudoscope.

Step 4
Insert the second ‘eye plate’,
again ensuring the large opening
in the side of this plate is facing
the middle of the Pseudoscope.
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Step 5a
Handling the small glass mirror
carefully, stick one self-adhesive sticky pad to the
back of the mirror.
Peel off the cover from the pad and then stick the
mirror to the small mirror mount closer to the ‘left edge’
and in the middle of its height as shown here.

Step 5b
Slot this mirror mount into the
main plate, making sure that the
mirrored surface is facing the
‘eye plate’ and that the mirror
is on the edge furthest away
from the ‘eye plate’.

Step 6
Handling the medium
glass mirror carefully,
stick two self-adhesive sticky
pads to the back of the mirror.
Peel off the cover from the pads
and then stick the mirror to the
medium mirror mount as
centrally as possible.
Slot this mirror mount
into the main plate as
shown.
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Step 7
Handling the large glass
mirror carefully, stick two
self-adhesive sticky pads to the
back of the mirror.
Peel off the cover from the pads and
then stick the mirror to the large mirror
mount as centrally as possible to prevent
the corners of the mirror from overhanging.
Do this twice so you have two identical
large mirror mounts.
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Step 8
Slot these two large mirror mounts so that the
mirrors are facing AWAY from the ‘eye plates’.
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Step 9
Carefully slot the remaining
main plate onto the top tabs.
Do this by pressing one half on
first, then one-by-one aligning
the remaining tabs with the
relevant hole.
Once the tabs are all aligned;
press firmly and evenly to force
the main plate into position.

Step 10
Check that all mirror mountings are
secure and pressed home equally.
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Completed Pseudoscope
Your completed Pseudoscope should resemble
what is shown here...

Your Pseudoscope can also be
easily mounted onto a tripod
to give more steady views...

Learning to use the Pseudoscope
Flick open and place the foil wand through the sphere and it will counterrotate against the rotation of the sphere. Conduct your own experiments
looking not only at specific targets such as the sphere, but natural subjects like
foliage, trees and landscape that includes water.
Place the sphere in a natural setting and
walk around it and see what happens.
For some people pseudoscopic
experience can take a little time to
develop so the more you look
the more you will see.
Useful tip - if you see double
you are too close.

Suspend the sphere using string, etc.
This will allow the sphere to stay in its
expanded state.
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For the Technically Minded
The perception of stereoscopic and pseudoscopic depth depends upon the difference
between the images received by the two eyes. This difference in turn, depends upon the
relative position of the eyes; the greater the separation between the eyes, the greater the
difference between the two images and therefore the better the visual system is able to
compute disparities in depth.
Visual sensitivity to spatial disparities varies in proportion to the distance between the eyes;
if the distance is doubled, you double the ability to detect and respond to visual changes. 65
mm is average for eye separation. The Pseudoscope increases this by a factor of three. As a
result your ability to detect changes in depth is enhanced by about that factor.
• Example 1. Imagine viewing an object 30ft(10 m) away and another 4ins(10cm) closer.
With normal eye separation this will cause a disparity between the two eyes of the objects of
about 13.5 seconds of arc. Using the Pseudoscope this increase to over 45 seconds of arc.
• Example 2. As an alternative, assume the visual system can just detect a difference in
depth when the images of the two objects have a disparity of 30 seconds of arc - which may
be a high estimate. If one object were 30 ft(10m) away, under normal viewing conditions,
the other would have to be 9ins(22cms) closer or further away for its position to be accurately perceived. Since the Pseudoscope improves the detection rate by about three times,
the depth of the second object would still be detected even if it were only 3ins(5cms) away
from the first compared with the 9ins(22cms) required by normal vision.
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Pseudoscopic Vision In Art
The Dutch artist Escher was given a prismatic pseudoscope, and described his
experience like this: “Your prisms are basically a simple a means of the same sort
of inversion that I have tried to achieve in my print ‘Convex and Concave’. The tin
staircase that the mathematician Professor Scouten gave me, which gave rise to
the print ‘Convex and Concave’ will definitely invert if one looks at it through the
prisms.
I mounted them between two pieces of cardboard which were held together with
elastic bands; this makes a handy little viewing box. I took them with me on a
walk in the woods and enjoyed myself looking at into a pool with fallen leaves, the
surface of which suddenly stood on its head; a watery mirror with the water on top
and the sky beneath, and never a drop of water falling down’
Pseudoscopic properties are visible in the work of many artists. This is not
necessarily because the artist who produced them had that in mind, but in their
efforts at different times in the history of art, to represent 3 dimensions on a 2
dimensional surface, they selected visual elements which most readily adapted to
pictorial representation, and some of these elements had pseudoscopic potential.
They believed that the requirements of ‘making a picture’ took priority over the
needs to be accurate in the literal sense. The flattening of space is obvious enough
in the work of Piero della Francesca, (see his unfinished Nativity and the work of
Francesco Guardi), both showing the unmistakable flattening of telephoto lens
effects.
Monet and Canaletto did exactly the opposite; their paintings show wide-angle
characteristics. It is in the work of Cezanne, however where pseudoscopic
qualities are most visible. His watercolours of trees during the years 1885 - 1900
not only give background parity with foreground, but create a remarkable overall
transparency.
Professor N.J.Wade of the Department of Psychology University of Dundee writes
about prismatic and mirror pseudoscopes:
“One of the shortcomings of Wheatstone’s prismatic pseudoscope is that it reverses
the images from left to right; another shortcoming is that the field of view afforded
by the prisms is rather small”.
The mirror Pseudoscope does not have either of these drawbacks. In addition, by
effectively increasing the separation between the eyes to three times their normal
value, the pseudoscopic effects are enhanced.
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However, as Wheatstone described, the apparent depth reversals can take some time
to occur, especially when looking at familiar things. For this reason it is often
preferable to look at some relatively isolated object like a lampshade against a plain
ceiling.
At first it will look a little strange, but with more prolonged viewing it will probably
appear reversed in depth, so that what is actually closer to you will look further
away.
An even more dramatic effect is produced when a slide of some detailed texture is
projected onto an uneven or textured surface, such as a large unfurled roll of white
paper, particularly if someone else can hold it and move it about.
The impression of the three-dimensional surface is more clearly defined by the
reversed disparities in this case, because there are fewer alternative cues to distance,
like interposition that can conflict with them.
As Wheatstone said” With a pseudoscope we have a glance, as it were, into another
visible world, in which external objects and our internal perceptions have no longer
their habitual relation with each other”
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